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Parts TrainNow Offers Exceptional Power Vision TowingMirrors

Power Vision TowingMirrors are revolutionary 6-way power towing mirrors that provide the
safest, most convenient solution to rear view trailer needs for virtually any late model truck.

(PRWEB) July 7, 2005 -- Power Vision TowingMirrors are revolutionary 6-way power towing mirrors that
provide the safest, most convenient solution to rear view trailer needs for virtually any late model truck.

The mirror has a significantly larger viewing area than the stock power mirrors, and has less vibration. In
addition to the usual 4-way power adjustment, the new mirrors have a motorized in-out adjustment, which will
move them close to the vehicle for non-towing use, or extend them outward six inches for towing.

If your truck comes with factory installed mirror heating, Partstrain also offers heated versions of the mirrors
for continued frost-free rear views.

Other towing mirrors have substantial vibration. As they aged, the extension mirror adjustment began to slip out
of position on bumpy roads. Worse, after years of use, the extra weight and vibration of the slide-on mirror
destroyed the breakaway cam for the driver's side original power mirror, so that the extra windage of the slide-
on mirror and the worn breakaway cam caused the mirror to fold against the truck in strong head winds, or
when passed by a big truck.

To use Parts train's Power Vision Towingmirror, the power adjustment is a major convenience, just press a
switch and the mirrors retract. Install power mirrors in your vehicles and see the difference.

For the most trusted and most reliable source of superb quality engine parts, electrical body parts and other auto
parts, there is no other car parts online supplier than Partstrain. Its well-stocked array of Ford premium quality
automotive parts and car body parts as well as the finest car accessories and truck accessories can be found at
http://www.partstrain.com/ShopByVehicle/FORD. All of these and many other performance parts come in
great discount prices that would surely fit you budget.
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Contact Information
Jenny Mclane
310-469-1220

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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